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Abstract

In this paper a study concerning the evaluation and analysis of natural lan-

guage tweets is presented. Based on our experience in text summarisation, we

carry out a deep analysis on user’s perception through the evaluation of tweets

manual and automatically generated from news. Specifically, we consider two

key issues of a tweet: its informativeness and its interestingness. Therefore, we

analyse: 1) do users equally perceive manual and automatic tweets?; 2) what

linguistic features a good tweet may have to be interesting, as well as infor-

mative? The main challenge of this proposal is the analysis of tweets to help

companies in their positioning and reputation on the Web. Our results show

that: 1) automatically informative and interesting natural language tweets can

be generated as a result of summarisation approaches; and 2) we can charac-

terise good and bad tweets based on specific linguistic features not present in

other types of tweets.

Keywords: Natural Language Processing, Text Summarisation, Natural

Language Tweet Generation, User Study, Linguistic Analysis, Descriptive

Statistics

1. Introduction, Context and Motivation

In the current digital knowledge society, the overload of information has

become a problem to companies, which cannot cope with all the available in-

formation. As a consequence, companies may not be exploiting the Web, and

taking advantage of it accordingly, thus affecting key aspects, such as their vis-

ibility, reputation, marketing campaigns, customer’s feedback, etc. With the
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birth of the Web 2.0, there has been a shift in the way the information is pro-

duced and consumed by users and companies. The Web 2.0 has established a

wide range of on-line mechanisms and platforms through which companies can

obtain direct feedback from users. These mechanisms (e.g., reviews, social net-

works) allow users to freely express their comments about companies and the

products/services they offer, thus requiring the effective management of a large

number of adapted contents, formats, and interaction patterns [1]. Companies

have envisaged the great potentiality of the communication through the Web 2.0

and even there have been attempts to integrate these channels into ERP plat-

forms [2]. Moreover, companies have created their own social network profiles,

e.g., in Facebook or Twitter, in order to increase their visibility, and maximise

their interaction with customers.

With more than 241 million active users per month1, 184 million of which

uses Twitter through their mobile device, and more than 500 million tweets

daily2, Twitter3 has become an excellent social media for on-line real-time news

attention4. The length restriction imposed on tweets (140 characters) force mes-

sages to be concise, though it is also possible to link out to external information

to enrich the tweet. Moreover, hashtags (e.g. #UA Universidad) allow to cat-

egorise information, to identify the trending topics, and more importantly to

enable a rapid on-line information flow. According to [3] one of the key success

factors of Twitter is that it is an appropriate channel to communicate in short

messages and share information regardless of time and place. Moreover, Twitter

has become a means of electronic Word of Mouth communication (eWOM) [4],

where one of its main usages is information distribution [5], that is spread very

1http://expandedramblings.com/index.php/march-2013-by-the-numbers-a-few-amazing-

twitter-stats/#.U0zftVfjDYM [last access June 2015]
2http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/twitter/9945505/Twitter-in-numbers.html [last

access June 2015]
3https://twitter.com/
4http://pando.com/2014/02/06/facebook-vs-twitter-who-wins-the-battle-for-our-social-

attention/ [last access June 2015]
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quickly reaching a high number of users in real time.

Companies are concerned about what their customers think about them, and

in this manner, it is really important for them, what and how information is de-

livered on the Web, since this may have a direct influence on their popularity and

branding, affecting their positioning and reputation, or attracting/discouraging

new potential customers. In the context of Twitter, the information to be ex-

pressed should be to the point, very clear and concise. This will benefit the

impact on their business strategy, and will improve the relationship with cus-

tomers, thus being able to personalise the information, as well as to improve

marketing campaigns.

The level of maturity reached by state-of-the-art Natural Language Pro-

cessing (NLP) techniques can support companies in delivering, managing and

analysing on-line textual information. Current NLP applications, such as in-

formation retrieval, sentiment analysis or text summarisation could help com-

panies to monitor relevant information about them, classify it, and obtain the

key ideas. Specifically, when it comes to information delivery, text summari-

sation techniques could be used for automatically generating candidate micro-

or ultra-concise summaries in the form of a tweet [6], [7]. This task would be

similar to headline generation [8],[9], but in the current context of the Web 2.0,

and in particular applied to Twitter, thus obtaining natural language tweets.

In the process towards the automatic generation of natural language tweets,

a crucial stage is to know how users perceive them, and whether there are any

linguistic features leading to the best and worst generated tweets. This will allow

companies to be aware of the suitable language that would help to catch users’

attention without negatively affecting its informativeness. Furthermore, the

analysis of both issues would benefit communication strategies for companies,

who need to be strategic in designing and executing their tweets [10].

Therefore, the main objective of this paper is to conduct a deep study on

user’s perception of tweets through the analysis of approximately 1600 tweets

generated either by humans (i.e., manually), or by seven current text summaris-

ers (i.e., automatically). Our study will be focused on analysing two key issues
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of a tweet: its informativeness and interestingness, as well as determining the set

of linguistic features that contribute to produce good and not so good tweets.

In particular, the research questions to answer are: 1) do users equally perceive

tweets that have been manually generated in comparison to the automatic ones?;

and 2) what linguistic features should or should not a good tweet have in order

to be interesting, as well as informative for the user? Both, the identification

of interesting and useful contents from large text-streams is a crucial issue in

social media [11], and they have been widely employed for evaluation purposes

in the context of Twitter [12], [13], [14]. Whereas for the first question, we use

descriptive statistics for analysing in detail the assessment provided by different

users, in the second question, we will collect a sample of several types of tweets

and analyse in-depth their linguistic features, and main differences.

Moreover, our research work will be carried out from a multilingual perspec-

tive (for English and Spanish) with the purpose of determining if the language

and the manner in which the tweet was generated have any influence on the

user’s perceptions. This intermediate research is framed within the overall re-

search of automatically extracting and generating natural language tweets from

external news documents talking about a company, product, etc. in order to

help companies improve their positioning and reputation on the Web.

The results obtained from this research show that: 1) state-of-the-art sum-

marisers are capable of generating good natural language tweets, that are in-

formative as well as interesting, and that could be an alternative to manual

generated tweets; and 2) it is possible to distinguish and characterise good and

bad tweets based on different linguistic features that are not present in other

types of tweets.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents

a literature review of the relevant research work related to the topic of this

article. Section 3 explains the research methodology and questions that we want

to analyse within the scope of this paper. It also provides information about

the initial dataset that is used for conducting all the analysis, together with the

NLP and statistical tools employed. Sections 4 and 5 show and discusses the
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findings and results of the analysis with regard to each of the proposed research

questions. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions and final considerations,

as well as several suggestions for future investigation.

2. Related Work

Recently, Twitter has become a valuable source of data for research in NLP.

The vast amount of data that each day millions of users and companies exchange

through this platform has made it possible the analysis and processing of this

textual genre, thus becoming necessary to analyse and exploit suitable tech-

niques to filter out/discard irrelevant information, as well as to design effective

and appealing communicative streams.

Natural language generation and text summarisation can help to achieve

such challenging goals. The current difficulty associated to building natural

language generation systems [15] and our considerable experience in text sum-

marisation for extracting key ideas [16],[17], [18] has led us to address this study

from a summarisation perspective rather than from natural language generation,

even though generating natural language and applying it to Social Media (e.g.,

Twitter) would be our ultimate long-term goal.

In the literature, text summarisation techniques have been employed in the

context of Twitter mainly for summarising tweet streams related to the same

topic or event. Some examples of this type of approaches can be found in [19],

[20], [21], [22], [23]. Different techniques such as phrase reinforcing algorithm or

TF-IDF are employed, among others. Of all these approaches, we would like to

highlight on the one hand, the approach proposed in [20], since it includes the

novelty of taking into account not only the tweets themselves, but also the infor-

mation linked by such tweets, and a combination of both of them. Whereas in

most of the research works, tweets which come from user-generated content, are

treated as they are, here, the authors apply a normalisation process to transform

them into standard English. This is an important stage, because traditional

NLP tools may fail when no standard language is provided [24]. Concerning the
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summarisation stage, the authors employed a concept-based optimisation ap-

proach for selecting informative sentences while minimising the redundancy. In

this approach, the relevant sentences were determined based on the maximum

number of concepts covered. The results indicate that the combination of nor-

malised tweets and Web content was the best performing approach, beating the

results obtained in [21]. On the other hand, [23] proposes an interesting novel

aspect for Twitter event summarisation, which takes into account subjective in-

formation for generating a summary from different perspectives users may have

on the same event. The authors focused on sport events, so they considered the

fans’ viewpoints for their approach. Given a set of tweets related to a sports

event, the first step was to extract the ones referring to the teams involved in the

event, and classify and group them with respect to the team it was supporting.

Then, a topic detection algorithm was employed for returning up to ten topics

for each event being considered, and they were compared with the comments

related to the same event but belonging to an external information source (e.g.,

BBC comments). To select the closest topic, the cosine similarity measure was

employed. Finally, for the selected topic, a small set of representative tweets of

each of the groups was extracted.

Despite the number of research works producing summaries from Twitter

data, there are only a few aiming at producing the opposite: a tweet as a

summary of a heap of information. This task could be considered similar to the

traditional headline generation task; the aim of which is to summarise the key

information in a single-sentence. Along different editions of DUC competitions5

there was a specific task aiming at producing headlines no longer than 50 words.

The techniques employed for producing these very short summaries included the

use of lexical and named entities chains [25], information about the topic [26],

parsing and trimming [27] or language models [28]. Recent research has focused

on applying the headline generation task to produce titles [29], image captions

[30], or even story highlights [31].

5http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/duc/
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More recently, a similar idea was applied using user-generated content, where

text summarisation techniques were used to generate micro- or ultra-concise

summaries automatically [6]. In this approach, opinionated information was

taken into account, and a tweet was a summary of a key opinion in a set of

reviews. For identifying key opinions in the text, the techniques employed were

based on Web Ngrams, obtaining good results when evaluating the automatic

ultra-concise summary through a readability assessment.

Furthermore, the importance of generating interesting and catching mes-

sages, especially when spreading news through Social Media, has been high-

lighted in several research works [32], [33], [34]. In the latter approach, different

techniques were proposed for generating titles in French, and then, they were

manually evaluated taking into account to what extent they were relevant, but

also catchy. Focusing on the fact that companies can better exploit Twitter for

distributing information in an effective manner with the help of automatic tools,

such as natural language tweet generation, the research work presented in [10]

analyses the way a tweet is created in B2B and B2C marketers, showing that

there are differences between them that could influence in a company’s presence

and reputation. This analysis focus on a specific scenario, where features, such

as brand names, product names, emotional language, or use of hashtags and

links are studied.

The idea of our research work could be related to this one, but with the

difference that we are more oriented to capture how users perceive tweets as

far as the information contained and the interest they produce, in order to

analyse the linguistic features that make good tweets distinguishable from bad

ones. The findings of our research could benefit companies in providing tools

to help generate informative and interesting information in an (semi-)automatic

manner to catch customers’ attention, and therefore, increase the popularity

and reputation of the brand and the products associated.
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3. Methodology and Research Questions

The methodology proposed in this research is based on descriptive statistical

analysis. On the one hand, our purpose is to understand the general and most

relevant properties of the dataset, and study the users’ perception towards the

informativeness and interestingness of a tweet (either manual or automatically

generated). On the other hand, a deep linguistic analysis involving lexical, syn-

tactic and semantic features is also conducted using different subsets of tweets,

that will allow us to extract and identify the best linguistic features. The inter-

esting aspect of this analysis is that we may be able to distinguish between good

and not so good tweets, and thus, this information can be used for improving

the generation of tweets.

In the next sections, the datasets, resources and tools employed are first

explained (Section 3.1), and then, the research questions that are studied within

this research were outlined (Section 3.2).

3.1. Datasets, Resources and Tools

The scenario and domain chosen for this research is newswire, and con-

sequently, the data used are tweets generated from single news. The reason

for choosing this domain is because at this stage of the research we are more

interested in being able to characterise potential interesting informative and

well-written tweets, and not taking into account highly informal tweets. As it

was said in Section 2, the informality of the Web 2.0 may pose a problem to the

existing NLP tools, decreasing their performance, and therefore, the quality of

the results.

Specifically, as dataset we took advantage of the generated tweet collection

described in [7]. This collection of tweets was generated using seven text sum-

marisation approaches6, capable of producing tweets in English and Spanish

from a random sample of 201 single-document news (100 news for Spanish and

101 news for English). Additionally, the original tweets associated with each

6For more detail on the text summarisation approaches employed, see [7].
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news were also included in the dataset, since they were manually generated.

In total, our dataset contained 14077 and 2018 automatic and manually gener-

ated tweets, respectively. For both languages, the source news from which the

tweets were generated were randomly chosen among the most popular news for

a 10-day period in different newswire sites, such as BBC, or The Guardian for

English, and El Páıs or El Mundo for Spanish.

Regarding the other necessary resources and tools, Freeling (version 3.0)

linguistic analyser [35] and IBM SPSS Statistics software (version 20) were used.

The former was employed for carrying out the multilingual linguistic analysis,

which comprised the identification and extraction of the lexical, syntactic and

semantic linguistic features contained in the tweet collection, whereas the latter

offers great capabilities to analyse the data from a statistical perspective, and

therefore it was used for performing all the statistical analysis conducted in our

research.

3.2. Research Questions

As it was mentioned in Section 1, to conduct this research study, we analyse

the dataset of tweets according to these questions:

1. Do users equally perceive manually and automatically generated

tweets? Taking as a starting point the dataset of 1608 tweets, a user eval-

uation with respect to the aspects of informativeness and interestingness

to analyse the preferences of the users, is conducted.

2. What linguistic features should or should not have a tweet in

order to be informative, as well as interesting for the user? For

answering this question we will take as a basis the findings obtained from

the previous question. This may be the most relevant and novel contribu-

tion of this research, since it will provide us with an idea of the specific

7100 generated tweets for Spanish x 7 summarisers + 101 generated tweets for English x 7

summarisers.
8100 manual generated tweets for Spanish + 101 manual generated tweets for English.
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linguistic characteristics that good and bad tweets have, thus differentiat-

ing ones from the others, and also allowing us to analyse this issue from

a multilingual perspective (English and Spanish).

The experiments, analysis and evaluation conducted for each of the questions

is explained in the next sections in the same order they were formulated.

4. Users’ Perception on Manual and Automatic Generated Tweets

In order to assess user’s perception of the natural language generated tweets,

a user study was conducted. The objective of this study was to experiment with

real data and users who could receive the information through Twitter. In the

evaluation, they had access to the full source news, from which the tweet was

produced. The evaluation was carried out by 16 Spanish native users (6 women

and 9 men between 25 and 35 years old) who were also fluent in English (having

at least a B2 level according to the Common European Framework of Reference

for Languages9).

In particular, each tweet was manually evaluated by two users according to a

3-Level Likert scale(1=strongly disagree; 2=neither agree nor disagree (neutral);

3=strongly agree), without knowing how the tweet was generated. The use

of this type of Likert scale was appropriate for our experiments [36], having

been already employed for manually evaluating the output of natural language

generation approaches [37], [38].

The key aspects evaluated were: informativeness and interestingness. Infor-

mativeness aims to determine whether the tweet by itself provided a clear idea of

the topic of the source document from which it was generated (i.e., the amount

of useful information a tweet may contain). As reported in [39], there are no

special studies regarding human judgement on text informativeness; however, it

is a common evaluation criterion in the INEX Tweet Contextualization task at

CLEF [40], [12], [13].

9http://www.coe.int/t/dg4/linguistic/cadre1 en.asp
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However, although tweets may contain valuable information, many may be

not interesting to users, and finding and recommending tweets that are of po-

tential interest to users from a large volume of tweets is a crucial but challenging

task [14], even some attempts have been done in order to detect this criterion

automatically [11]. In our experiment, the assessment of the interestingness

aimed to capture to what extent the user’s attention was drawn by the way

the tweet was generated, and whether they would be curious or not in knowing

more about the information provided in the tweet (e.g., by reading the whole

source document or looking for more information). Specifically, two questions

to rate each of these aspects were defined in our evaluation framework:

• Informativeness : When reading the tweet, does it provide enough informa-

tion to know what the tweet is about? that is, after reading the tweet, will

you be able to identify the topic of the news from which it was generated

in a clear and easy way?

• Interestingness : Is the tweet interesting enough to catch your attention?

that is, after reading it, are you curious and would you like to know and

read more about the topic mentioned in it?

The reason for deciding on these two variables was due to the fact that

in our long-term goal of automatically generating tweets, instead of focusing

only on relevance, we want to seek for interestingness, as well. This manner an

added-value to the information shown will be provided.

Since a manual evaluation is conducted, the background knowledge and in-

terests of the users may influence on the assessment of the tweets, being reflected

in the results. Despite the inherent subjectivity of the process, we believe that

the positive issue is to work with real data and users in a real context, and carry

out a pilot testing, so we can evaluate and analyse if the automatic generation

of tweets from a general perspective and, more specifically, their quality could

be potentially useful and feasible for the society.

Once our user study was conducted, we first extracted some descriptive

statistics using IBM SPSS Statistics software package that are shown in Table
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1.

Table 1: Descriptive statistics (mean and mode) for the generated tweets according to the

3-Level Likert scale (1=strongly disagree; 2=neither agree nor disagree (neutral); 3=strongly

agree).

English Spanish

Criteria Manual Automatic Manual Automatic

Informativeness (mean) 2.35 2.12 2.41 1.99

Interestingness (mean) 1.89 2.04 1.87 1.76

Informativeness (mode) 3 3 3 2

Interestingness (mode) 2 3 2 1

The results obtained showed that for English, manual generated tweets ob-

tained on average 2.35 and 1.89 for the informativeness and interestingness, re-

spectively, whereas the same average values for automatic tweets were 2.12 and

2.04. Analysing the average values comparing manual and automatic tweets, it

is interesting to note that as fas as the informativeness is concerned, although

manual tweets score higher, the automatic summaries perform above 2, thus

indicating that there are several tweets that are individually scored with a 3

(indeed, the mode for informativeness is 3). This finding shows the appropri-

ateness of automatic text summarisation techniques for generating informative

tweets. It also seems that users found it more interesting the automatic tweets

rather than manual ones (2.04 vs. 1.89).

In the case of Spanish, the differences between manual and automatic tweets

are greater both with respect to informativeness and interestingness. The av-

erage values obtained for manual and automatic tweets were: 2.41 vs. 1.87

(informativeness), and 1.99 vs. 1.76 (interestingness).

Although the average scores may seem low, having a look at the mode of each

type of tweets, we obtained that for the informativeness criteria, the score most

frequently assigned was the highest value in the Likert scale (i.e., 3= strongly

agree) for English tweets (manual and automatic) and Spanish manual tweets.
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In contrast, the value for the mode as far as the interestingness criterion is con-

cerned differed across languages and types of tweets. In this respect, we would

like to highlight that 3 (i.e. strongly agree) was the most frequent score assigned

to English automatic tweets, and 1 (i.e., strongly disagree) was the most fre-

quent score for Spanish automatic tweets. The differences between English and

Spanish tweets may be due to the fact that, even though multilingual summaris-

ers were used, the state of the art of NLP tools is more advanced in English, so

tools in other languages may not perform as good, thus influencing negatively

on the quality of the automatically generated tweets. Another possible reason

could be the way in which tweets were generated from a linguistic point of view.

We will analyse this issue in more detail in Section 5.

Table 2: Kappa scores for informativeness and interestingness.

English Spanish

Criteria Manual Automatic Manual Automatic

Informativeness 22% 26% 40% 28%

Interestingness 11% 24% 16% 15%

Table 2 shows the results for agreement between assessors computed using

the Cohen’s Kappa [41]. Regarding the results obtained, in general the agree-

ment is poor. More specifically, and with respect to the interpretation of the

scores [42], we got a slight agreement for the interestingness criterion for all the

tweets, except for the automatic tweets in English; we obtained a fair agree-

ment for the remaining types of tweets. The highest inter-rater agreement was

obtained for the Spanish manually generated tweets (40%).

This poor agreement was expected, since the task of manually evaluate dif-

ferent types of tweets regarding the proposed criteria (informativeness and in-

terestingness) involves a high degree of subjectivity, and therefore, it is very

difficult that two users have the same opinion for the same tweet. This is also

confirmed when evaluating manual tweets for the informativeness criteria, for

which there is not a substantial agreement. For this criterion, although we ex-
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pected a higher agreement, it may have occurred that the original news could

talk about different subtopics, and depending on which of them were considered

most relevant by the users, the assessment might have been also influenced. For

the interestingness criterion, the interests of users will influence their evaluation.

For instance, if the tweet is about sports, and the user is not keen on that, the

tweet will probably get a lower score.

Despite the subjectivity of the evaluation process, we would like to note that

the Kappa scores could have been also affected by rare observations (e.g., ratings

that may not be as frequent as others, even though they have been rated by

the two assessors), being known as the Kappa paradox [43]. If we compared the

simple inter-rater agreement with respect to the Kappa score, we obtain that

for automatic English tweets there was around a 50% of agreement for both

evaluated criteria, whereas Kappa values are around 25%.

Since our hypothesis is that there may be some linguistic features that can

differentiate good and not so good tweets in terms of informativeness and inter-

estingness, and given the fact that the evaluation process was very subjective, as

it was shown by the Kappa inter-rater agreement, we further inspected the eval-

uation results, in order to analyse for how many tweets the users agreed in the

fact that either they were very good (i.e., rated with 3) or very bad (i.e., rated

with 1). In-between ratings (i.e., Likert scale value of 2) was discarded from this

analysis, since these tweets were indifferent for the users, and therefore, their

evaluation did not provide useful information. Table 3 shows the percentage

of tweets falling under these categories (OK/NO OK) for the evaluated criteria

(informativeness and interestingness).

Concerning the informativeness, one can deduce that generally speaking,

the tweets may help to provide an idea of what topic they are talking about, if

we compared them with those ones that have been rated with the lowest value

(Informativeness-OK vs. Informativeness-NO OK). It is worth stressing the fact

that for manual tweets the percentages are better in both languages, meaning

that it may be easier to identify the topic in this type of tweets compared to

the automatic ones, although for some cases (e.g. for English) the percentage
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Table 3: Percentage of tweets in which the assessors agreed. (Informativeness/Interestingness-

OK= tweets rated with the value 3 in the Likert scale; Informativeness/Interestingness-

NO OK =tweets rated with the value 1 in the Likert scale.)

English Spanish

Criteria Manual Automatic Manual Automatic

Informativeness-OK 29.7% 26.4% 50.0% 27.4%

Informativeness-NO OK 5.9% 15.3% 14.0% 21.6%

Interestingness-OK 16.8% 21.5% 13.0% 10.4%

Interestingness-NO OK 21.8% 17.8% 15.0% 15.0%

is still low.

Regarding the interestingness, we observed a reversed trend, except for the

automatic tweets generated in English. In this case, the cases in which users

mostly agreed were the ones they thought that the tweets were not interesting

at all. This could occur due to two issues: i) the generated tweet is not in-

teresting, or ii) the user who evaluated the tweet is not keen on the topic the

tweet addresses. Again, the subjectivity of the evaluation may affect the results

obtained; however, since our purpose is to conduct a user study and analyse

how tweets are really perceived by users, we have to assume the subjectivity

involved in the process.

Given that an informative tweet may not be interesting to a user [14], we also

wanted to determine the set of tweets that met both criteria at the same time,

and not only one of them independently. This manner, we could analyse possible

linguistic traits or features that may characterise these tweets. Therefore, we

narrowed our analysis and different subsets based on the user evaluation and

agreement were produced. Specifically, two subsets were obtained based on the

given scores (best and worst) with two degrees of flexibility (restrictive and

non-restrictive) each one. For building them, the following rules were applied:

• Subset Best-Tweets-Restrictive: we ensure that the two users evaluating

a specific type of tweets agreed on the score. Both users assigned a tweet
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the highest value in the Likert scale (i.e. 3) for informativeness as well as

for interestingness.

• Subset Worst-Tweets-Restrictive: we ensure that the two users evaluating

a tweet agreed on the score, assigning them the lowest value in the Likert

scale (i.e. 1) for informativeness as well as for interestingness.

• Subset Best-Tweets-Non-Restrictive: in this subset the agreement was

slightly relaxed, and in this case, we only required that at least one of the

two users scored the tweet with the highest value in the Likert scale (i.e.

3) for informativeness as well as for interestingness.

• Subset Worst-Tweets-Non-Restrictive: it is the same case as the previous

one, but selecting those tweets that were scored the lowest in the Likert

scale (i.e. 1) for informativeness as well interestingness by at least one of

the two users.

The percentage of resulting tweets in each subset can be seen is Table 4. This

table also shows (in brackets) the number of tweets included for each percentage

out of the total tweets for each subset (707 and 700 automatic tweets for English

and Spanish, respectively; and 101 and 100 for manual tweets in English and

Spanish, respectively).

The results obtained show clear differences in the percentage of tweets that

are selected for each language. Whereas in English, the percentage of best

tweets in the restrictive and non-restrictive subsets is always higher than the

percentage of worst tweets for manual and automatic generated tweets, we did

not obtain the same findings for the Spanish tweets. In this case, the percentage

of worst tweets (manual and automatic) is higher. This only occurs when the

degree of flexibility is stricter, requiring the same scoring for the assessors. In the

non-restrictive subset, the percentage of best tweets for Spanish almost doubled

the percentage of worst ones for the manual tweets; however, the figures for

the automatic ones are very similar . Despite that this issues has to be further

analysed, the difference in language may indicate that in general users find
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Table 4: Percentage and number of tweets out of the total number of manual and automatic

tweets for each language, respectively, that have been included in each subset (Best/Worst-

Tweets-Restrictive/Non-Restrictive=tweets rated with 3 or 1 (for Best and Worst, respec-

tively) according to the Likert scale, and taking into consideration when the two assessors

agreed in the rating (Restrictive) or at least one (Non-Restrictive)).

English Spanish

Criteria Manual Automatic Manual Automatic

Best-Tweets-Restrictive 7.92%(8) 11.74%(83) 6.0%(6) 5.14%(36)

Worst-Tweets-Restrictive 2.97%(3) 8.63%(61) 13.0%(13) 6.86%(48)

Best-Tweets-Non-Restrictive 35.64%(36) 40.31%(285) 41.0%(41) 26.71%(187)

Worst-Tweets-Non-Restrictive 17.82%(18) 32.39%(229) 26.0%(26) 27.86%(195)

Spanish tweets worse than English ones, as it was previously stated.

Regarding the comparison between manual and automatic tweets, it is worth

highlighting that for English, the percentage of automatically generated tweets

that have been best scored is slightly higher than the manual tweets. As it

was previously stated, despite the subjectivity that may be involved in the

process, this is a positive finding, since it means that state-of-the-art summaris-

ers systems are useful for determining relevant information, thus extracting a

sentence that helps users to know what the tweet is about, and being it also

interesting from a user’s perspective. For Spanish though, it happens something

unexpected: the percentage of worst manual tweets is equal or higher than the

percentage for automatic tweets. This is interesting, since it means that the

tweets generated by humans with the purpose of providing a headline of a news

may not be appealing for users, and therefore other ways of generating such

headlines are needed.

Examples of English and Spanish good and bad manual and automatic gen-

erated tweets extracted from the restrictive subsets are illustrated in Table 5.

Having analysed these subsets of tweets, they will be further taken into con-

sideration for analysing the linguistic features contained in order to be capable

to come up with some differences from a linguistic perspective.
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Table 5: Examples of tweet content after users’ evaluation (EN=English; ES=Spanish).

Translations for the Spanish tweets are provided in brackets.

Good manual tweet(EN) Gorilla genome analysis reveals new human links

Good automatic tweet(EN) First full sequence of gorilla genome shows 96 share with hu-

mans, with close parallels in sensory perception and hearing

Bad manual tweet (EN) Ali Dizaei: The ’copper’ who refuses to go quietly - Profiles -

People - The Independent

Bad automatic tweet (EN) This trial suggests the default position should be the other

way round, because most people are benefiting

Good manual tweet (ES) El nuevo iPad, más barato que una acción de Apple (The new

iPad, cheaper than an Apple stock.)

Good automatic tweet (ES) La consultora Gartner resalta la capacidad de Apple para

darle al consumidor lo que necesita. Destaca la facilidad de

uso. (Gartner company highlights the ability of Apple to give

consumers what they need. It emphasizes ease of use.)

Bad manual tweet (ES) ¡Háztelo tú mismo! (Do it yourself !)

Bad automatic tweet (ES) Paso a paso. A largo plazo (Step by step. In the long-term.)

5. Exhaustive Linguistic Analysis on Manual and Automatic Gener-

ated Tweets

In this section, given the different subsets of tweets previously categorised

(Section 4), our aim is to determine whether there are any specific linguistic

features that allow us to distinguish between them. Therefore, for achieving

our goal, a three-step process was defined. First, the set of lexical, syntactic,

and semantic features was determined; second, these features were computed

over the tweets in each group using Freeling linguistic analyser; and finally, the

different groups were compared. Next, these three steps are explained in detail:

• Determining the set of features

Since we want to carry out an analysis as complete as possible, we define

a set of linguistic features from three perspectives: lexical, syntactic, and
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semantic. In short, we want to know what linguistic elements could make

a tweet more or less appropriate, if there were any.

Regarding the lexical features we defined, we relied on the output of the

pos-tagger and we include in this type all the information that could be

extracted from it (mainly different kinds of words), as well as the number

of words of tweet, and number of URLs. As far as the syntactic features

is concerned, we only considered under this category features related to

noun- , verb- or prepositional-phrases, extracted after performing a syn-

tactic parsing for the tweet. Finally, semantic features were extracted after

analysing the tweets using a named entity recogniser and determining the

degree of polysemy of the words included, or to what extent tweets con-

tain words with or without semantic charge (i.e., stopwords). In this case,

we wanted to gather a set of features that could be representative enough

to represent some semantic linguistic elements. It is worth mentioning

that readability features were not taken into account, since the analysis

of the difficulty of a text was out of the scope in our study. This features

would have been more appropriate when one wants to generate simpler or

easier tweets. It could have been also interesting to use this type of fea-

tures if the tweets had grammatical errors, but this did not happen in our

dataset. We rely on formal tweets coming from newswire documents (most

of them headlines) or extractive sentences from the documents themselves

when automatic summarisation systems were employed, and none of them

contained truncated sentences.

Table 6: Set of linguistic features (Level: Lex=lexical, Syn=syntactic, and

Sem=semantic) .

Level Id Feature Description

Lex F1 NumbURLS Number of URLs/links

Lex F2 NumbWords Number of words

Lex F3 AvgCharInWords Average number of characters per word

Lex F4 NumbSingular Number of singular words

Continue in the next page.
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Level Id Feature Description

Lex F5 NumbPlural Number of plural words

Lex F6 NumbNouns Number of nouns

Lex F7 NumbComNouns Number of common nouns

Lex F8 NumbPropNouns Number of proper nouns

Lex F9 NumbVerbs Number of verbs

Lex F10 NumbMainVerbs Number of main verbs

Lex F11 NumbAuxVerbs Number of auxiliary verbs

Lex F12 NumbVerbsP Number of verbs in present tense

Lex F13 NumbVerbsPP Number of verbs in past tense

Lex F14 NumbVerbsF Number of verbs in future tense

Lex F15 NumbVerbsInf Number of verbs in infinitive form

Lex F16 NumbVerbsPart Number of verbs in participle form

Lex F17 NumbVerbsGer Number of verbs in gerund form

Lex F18 NumbVerbsCond Number of verbs in conditional form

Lex F19 NumbVerbs1per Number of verbs in first person form

Lex F20 NumbVerbs2per Number of verbs in second person form

Lex F21 NumbVerbs3per Number of verbs in third person form

Lex F22 NumbAdj Number of adjectives

Lex F23 NumbQualAdj Number of qualifying adjectives

Lex F24 NumbOrdAdj Number of ordinal adjectives

Lex F25 NumbCompAdj Number of comparative adjectives

Lex F26 NumbSuperAdj Number of superlative adjectives

Lex F27 NumbAdv Number of adverbs

Lex F28 NumbPron Number of pronouns

Lex F29 NumbPersPron Number of personal pronouns

Lex F30 NumbDemPron Number of demostrative pronouns

Lex F31 NumbPosPron Number of possessive pronouns

Lex F32 NumbIndefPron Number of indefinite pronouns

Lex F33 NumbInterPron Number of interrogative pronouns

Lex F34 NumbRelPron Number of relative pronouns

Lex F35 NumbExclPron Number of exclamative pronouns

Lex F36 NumbDeterm Number of determiners

Lex F37 NumbConj Number of conjunctions

Lex F38 NumbCoordConj Number of coordinated conjunctions

Lex F39 NumbSuborConj Number of subordinated conjunctions

Lex F40 NumbInterj Number of interjections

Continue in the next page.
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Level Id Feature Description

Lex F41 NumbPrep Number of prepositions

Lex F42 NumbPunct Number of punctuation marks

Lex F43 NumbNumerals Number of numerals

Lex F44 NumbDate Number of date and time expressions

Syn F45 NumbNP Number of noun phrases

Syn F46 NumbVP Number of verb phrases

Syn F47 NumbPP Number of prepositional phrases

Sem F48 NumbNER Number of named entities (NER)

Sem F49 NumbNER-PER Number of PERSON named entities

Sem F50 NumbNER-LOC Number of LOCATION named entities

Sem F51 NumbNER-ORG Number of ORGANISATION named entities

Sem F52 NumbMultiWords Number of multiwords

Sem F53 NumbPolysemic Number of polysemic words

Sem F54 NumbPolysemic-3 Number of polysemic words with > 3 senses

Sem F55 NumbMonosemyc Number of monosemyc words

Sem F56 NumbSemWords Number of words with semantic charge

Table 6 provides detailed information about the features. We finally ob-

tained a total of 56 linguistic features, differentiating between 44 lexical,

3 syntactic, and 9 semantic.

Among all the proposed features, it is worth justifying the rationale be-

hind features F49-F50-F51 and F54. On the one hand, concerning the

types of named entities (F49, F50, F51), the types of PERSON, LOCA-

TION and ORGANISATION were only taken into account, since they are

standard entities recognised by the great majority of named entity recog-

nisers systems [44], [45]. Most systems often detect the type MISC as well,

but this type was discarded in our research, because it was rather generic,

thus being not useful for analysing in detail and obtaining knowledge from

our data. On the other hand, the reason for determining the number of

polysemic words with more than three senses (F54) was not randomly

proposed. We specifically checked and computed the average number of
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senses in the words contained in WordNet10 for English, and MultiWord-

Net for Spanish, through the Multilingual Central Repository11. The av-

erage number of senses for words in English was 2.89, whereas for Spanish

was 2.04. In this manner, words with more than three senses were con-

sidered, in order to determine the number of words that were above the

mean according to the number of senses.

• Computing the features

The previous set of features was computed for each group of tweets defined

in Table 4 using Freeling linguistic analyser. We decided to use Freeling,

since it provides linguistic analysis at a lexical, syntactic and semantic

level for both English and Spanish languages.

Due to the inherent nature of tweets, NLP processes may have problems

in dealing with Twitter texts, especially because: i) they are too short,

and therefore, there is not context associated; and, ii) they are informal,

thus being generally ill-formed texts (e.g “I’m liking this It’s on Us thing

from Lloyds Bank :) #hellofreemoney”). However, it is worth mentioning

that although it is possible to think that Freeling may have problems when

processing tweets, in our case, the tweets we deal with do not contain any

informal language, because they are derived from newswire and therefore,

Freeling is not affected by this phenomenon.

Once the different features were computed, each tweet was considered as

a vector of linguistic features, allowing the analysis and comparison of the

different groups, which is next explained.

• Comparing features

For analysing the tweets from a linguistic point of view, the IBM SPSS

Statistics software package was employed. In particular, we used the

Mann-Whitney U non-parametric test. We opted for this type of test,

10https://wordnet.princeton.edu/wordnet/man/wnstats.7WN.html#toc3
11http://adimen.si.ehu.es/cgi-bin/wei/public/wei.consult.perl
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since our sample was not big enough (some sample sizes had less than

30 elements) to assume and ensure normality [46], [47], and therefore, we

could not apply commonly used parametric tests, such as T-test or Anova.

Taking into account the previously mentioned subset of tweets (defined

at the end of Section 4, a multi-dimensional analysis was established with

these four criteria: i) language (English vs. Spanish); ii) degree of flexibil-

ity12 (restrictive vs. non-restrictive); iii) method for generating the tweet

(manual vs. automatic); and iv) scoring (best vs. worst). We also include

the comparisons between restrictive and non-restrictive sets, and English

and Spanish tweets for several reasons. On the one hand, although the set

of tweets in the restricitve set is already included in the non-restrictive,

the comparison of these tweets is also interesting to know whether there

are significant differences between them. If so, this will mean that the part

of tweets that are not identical contains some characteristics that would

be worth further analyse. On the other hand, concerning the languages,

the direct comparison between English and Spanish is also interesting to

confirm if there are any differences in the way tweets are written with

respect to their lexical, syntactic or semantic features.

Based on the aforementioned dimensions, we compared the tweets as lin-

guistic vectors in the different groups taking two at a time, since a priori

we guess that there will be differences between them. In total, we run 32

Mann-Whitney U tests, setting one of the criteria each time (e.g., the lan-

guage) and varying the remaining ones (e.g., degree of flexibility, method,

and scoring). Table 7 shows the tests performed. This table will be useful

to know which groups exhibits statistical significant differences for which

features and type of features. Also, based on the results, they will be used

to decide which tests are the most relevant ones to be further analysed in

12This takes into account whether we require that the tweet had a complete agreement in

its indicativeness and interestingness by the two uses who evaluated it or not, explained in

Section 4.
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more detail.

Only the combinations that were most interesting for our research were

compared and analysed, and in this section we only show the most relevant

findings and results 13. For accounting statistically significant differences,

we consider a 95% confidence interval, so when the significance value is

equal or lower than 0.05, this means that there are significant differences

between the groups of tweets compared.

Three types of analysis were conducted for the results obtained: i) a gen-

eral analysis was carried out over all the tests and features; ii) a feature-

based analysis, accounting for the features involved in each test; and iii) a

specific analysis where the behaviour of some features for some particular

tests are compared and discussed in order to determine which could be

the most representative features for each type of tweets. Next, we provide

more detail about the analysis performed and the most relevant findings

obtained.

– General Analysis. We first analysed the average number of tests in

which the different types of features (lexical, syntactic, and semantic)

showed to be statistically different. In this manner, we can obtain

a general idea of the type of features that could contribute to make

a tweet different. Table 8 shows the results. As it can be seen, se-

mantic and syntactic features prevail over the lexical ones, although

a higher number of lexical features was defined. In particular, com-

paring the number of features for each linguistic level to the number

of tests in which that features were significantly different, we observe

that syntactic features, followed by semantic ones seem to have more

power to distinguish between tweets. Although 3 features were only

13Due to the big dimensions of the table, the whole results (significance value) of the Mann-

Whitney U for all tests and features can be accessed at:http://goo.gl/mKSe88, and it is also

provided as supplementary data
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Table 7: Tests and comparisons performed (EN=English; ES=Spanish; R=restrictive;

NR=non-restrictive).

(Test number) Comparison groups

(1)Best EN Manual NR vs. Best EN Automatic NR; (2)Best EN Manual R vs. Best EN

Automatic R; (3)Worst EN Model NR vs. Worst EN Automatic NR; (4)Worst EN Model R

vs. Worst EN Automatic R; (5)Best EN Manual NR vs. Worst EN Manual NR; (6)Best EN

Manual R vs Worst EN Manual R; (7)Best EN Automatic NR vs. Worst EN Automatic NR;

(8)Best EN Automatic R vs. Worst EN Automatic R; (9)Best ES Manual NR vs. Best EN

Automatic NR; (10)Best ES Manual R vs. Best EN Automatic R; (11)Worst EN Manual

NR vs. Worst ES Automatic NR; (12)Worst EN Manual R vs. Worst ES Automatic R;

(13)Best ES Manual NR vs. Worst ES Manual NR; (14)Best ES Manual R vs. Worst ES

Manual R; (15)Best ES Automatic NR vs. Worst ES Automatic NR; (16)Best ES Automatic

R vs. Worst ES Automatic R; (17)Best EN Manual NR vs. Best EN Manual R; (18)Best EN

Automatic NR vs. Best EN Automatic R; (19)Worst EN Manual NR vs. Worst EN Manual

R; (20)Worst EN Automatic NR vs. Worst EN Automatic R; (21)Best ES Manual NR vs

Best ES Manual R; (22)Best ES Automatic NR vs. Best ES Automatic R; (23)Worst ES

Manual NR vs. Worst ES Manual R; (24)Worst ES Automatic NR vs. Worst ES Automatic

R; (25)Best EN Manual NR vs. Best ES Manual NR; (26)Best EN Manual R vs. Best ES

Manual R; (27)Best EN Automatic NR vs. Best ES Automatic NR; (28)Best EN Automatic

R vs. Best ES Automatic R; (29)Worst EN Manual NR vs. Worst ES Manual NR; (30)Worst

ENManual R vs. Worst ES Manual R; (31)Worst EN Automatic NR vs. Worst ES Automatic

NR; (32)Worst EN Automatic R vs. Worst ES Automatic R

identified for this type, they show significant differences in more than

half of the tests performed. Semantic features are the type of fea-

tures contributing the second most to the differences between tweets

and finally, lexical features seem to show less differences, despite the

number of them is larger than the other type of features.

None of the tests performed (i.e. any comparison between two groups

of tweets) showed significant differences in all the features investi-

gated. As far as the lexical features is concerned, only test 27 (i.e.,

comparison between best tweets automatically generated in English
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Table 8: Linguistic influence of the features over the tweets (percentage of linguistic features

that are significant in the tests performed).

Linguistic feature Influence

Lexical 20.69%

Syntactic 43.12%

Semantic 36.20%

and Spanish) exhibit differences in the 72% of the lexical features.

This is expected since, as we previously stated, English and Spanish

language have different origins, and it is logical that tweets differ in

most of the lexical features at least. Regarding syntactic features, we

found significant differences for all of them in several tests. Again, it

occurs that most of these tests show that we do find syntactic differ-

ences when comparing tweets in different languages, which is logical

(test 12, 27, 28, and 31), but also when comparing best and worst

tweets regardless the way they were generated and the language (test

8, 13, 14, 15, 16). Finally, concerning semantic features, only test 7

shows differences in all the semantic features. This is a very inter-

esting finding, since this test compares good and bad automatically

generated tweets in English, and it means that the language employed

is different from a semantic perspective. Further on, we will provide

a more detailed analysis of the differences.

On the contrary, we also analysed the groups of tweets that did not

show any differences at all (tests 17 and 21), or marginal ones (i.e.,

having at least 95% of the features without statistical differences)

found in tests 6, 10, 19, 22. Most of these tests concern the compari-

son between restrictive and non-restrictive datasets, so in these cases,

part of the tweets included in the restrictive subset could be also take

part in the non-restrictive ones. However, special attention is worth

paying to tests 6, and 10. On the one hand, test 10 indicates that
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there is no difference between the best manual and automatic tweets

for English, except for F33 (number of interrogative pronouns). In

this manner, we can deduce that to some extent automatic summaris-

ers can also generate very good tweets. On the other hand, test 6

indicates that there are only linguistic differences between the best

and worst manually generated tweets for F42 (punctuation marks)

and F49 (person named entities). Manually generated tweets either

good or bad may be correct from a linguistic point of view, and in

this case, the subjectivity involved in the evaluation process could

have influenced on the results obtained.

– Feature-based Analysis. Focusing on the features, the first issue that

drew our attention was that five of them did not exhibit any signif-

icant differences for any test. This occurred for the lexical features:

number of verbs in second person form (F20); number of demonstra-

tive pronouns (F30); number of exclamative pronouns (F35); number

of coordinated conjunctions (F38); number of subordinated conjunc-

tions(F39); and number of interjections (F40). Moreover, we checked

the individual values obtained for each tweet, and none of the tweets

in our dataset contained three of them (F35, F38, and F39). This

may be explained by the fact that they the presence of exclamative

pronouns may be rare in formal tweets, as well as the presence of

coordinated and subordinated conjunctions, due to the length con-

straints. Tweets are normally very short (only 140 characters), and

thus, they normally contain a single-sentence, so these linguistic el-

ements may not normally appear. However, analysing the number

of conjunctions from a general perspective (F37), we observe that

this feature is indeed present in some of the tweets, and some groups

differ significantly in the number of conjunctions (e.g. groups in test

1). This may be due to the fact that: i) conjunctions appears for

joining other types of linguistic elements which are not clauses; or
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ii) some tagging errors may be propagated by the linguistic analysis

performed with Freeling.

Continuing with our analysis, we found other features that are only

significant in three tests at most. Specifically, the number of con-

ditional verbs (F18) and comparative adjectives (F25) are only sig-

nificant in test 27; indefinite pronouns (F32) is significant in tests

27 and 31; and the feature corresponding to the number of verbs in

future tense (F14) and verbs in first person (F19) are significant in

tests 15, 16 and 27; and 7, 16, and 27, respectively. Analysing these

features in detail, these are again lexical features, and according to

the types of test, we observe that these differences appear when we

mostly compare tweets across English and Spanish (e.g., test 27 and

31), and not in tests within the same language. Since we compare

languages of different nature (English vs. Spanish), our intuition be-

hind this is related the way a language is used. Both languages differ

in lexical, syntactic and semantic aspects, so this may determine how

frequent or event the presence of some of the features [48], [49], [50].

On the contrary, we have identified a set of features that showed to

be significantly different for a high number of tests. In this case, the

most frequent feature is the number of words with semantic charge

(F56) that it is significant in 75% of the tests performed (24 tests out

of 32). The remaining 5 most frequent features shown in descending

order by the number of tests in which this feature is significant are:

the number of polysemic words (F53) in 22 tests; the number of words

in the tweet (F2) in 21 tests; the number of words in singular (F4)

in 21 tests; the number of common nouns (F7) in 21 tests; and the

number of noun phrases (F45) in 20 tests. In this respect we observe

that general differences between tweets, regardless the language and

how they were generated are: the number of words (F2), common

nouns (F7) and words in singular form (F4) they contained, as far as
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the lexical features is concerned; the number of noun phrases (F45)

from a syntactic perspective (this may be related to the finding for the

lexical feature F7); and finally, the number of words with semantic

charge (F56), and the number of polysemic words (F53), with respect

to the semantic level.

– Determining the most representative features. Now, we would like to

provide a more detailed analysis, focusing on the features that may

be unique and decisive for contributing to such differences. Here, we

limit our analysis to the restrictive datasets only, since it contains

the set of tweets in which there was a fully agreement between users

with respect to the informativeness and interestingness of a tweet.

Taking into account the tests performed for these sets, we studied the

features characterising the manual and automatic tweets with respect

to the best and worst sets. Table 9 shows the results obtained.

From the previous table, we can see some common features among

the groups analysed, as well as some features that are unique for

each group. Focusing on English tweets, we observe that all the fea-

tures that differentiate manual vs. automatic best tweets (test 2)

are also present in the comparison between best vs. worst automatic

tweets (test 8). This may indicate that such features are the ones

that characterise automatic best tweets. Considering these sets we

do not take into account the number of words with semantic charge

(F56), since it appears in test 2 and test 4, so it does not contribute

to differentiate best and worst tweets. Analogously, most of the fea-

tures contained in test 4, except the number of interrogative pronouns

(F33) and the PERSON type named entities (F49) are also present

in test 8, indicating that these features characterise worst automatic

tweets. Punctuation marks (F42) would be the feature that char-

acterise worst manual and automatic tweets, whereas the PERSON

type named entities only does so for manual ones.
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Table 9: Linguistic unique features for distinguishing good and bad manual and automatic

tweets in the restrictive tweets datasets (EN= English; ES=Spanish).

Best manual vs.

automatic

Worst manual

vs. automatic

Best vs. worst

manual

Best vs. worst

automatic

EN F2,F10,F37,F45,

F47,F56 (test 2)

F4,F6,F7,F33,

F42,F48,F49,F53,

F56 (test 4)

F42,F49 (test 6) F2,F3,F4,F5,

F6,F7,F9,F10,

F12,F13,F15,F17,

F21,F22,F26,F31,

F37,F42,F45,F46,

F47,F48,F50,F51,

F53,F54,F55,F56

(test 8)

ES F33 (test 10) F1,F2,F3,F4,

F5,F6,F7,F8,

F9,F10,F12,F21,

F22,F23,F36,F41,

F42,F43,F45,F46,

F47,F48,F49,F53,

F54,F55,F56 (test

12)

F1,F2,F3,F4,

F5,F6,F7,F8,

F9,F10,F12,F13,

F15,F21,F22,F23,

F36,F41,F45,F46,

F47,F48,F50,F51,

F53,F54,F55,F56

(test 14)

F2,F4,F6,F7,

F8,F9,F10,F12,

F15,F19,F21,F22,

F24,F28,F29,

F36,F41,F43,F45

(test 16)

Regarding Spanish tweets, we observed that interrogative pronouns

(F33) distinguishes between manual and automatic tweets as far as

how good they are (test 10). However, we did not obtain any conclu-

sive results concerning the decisive features for characterising both

manual and automatic best tweets. When it comes to identifying

a bad tweet, it seems that for manually generated tweets is much

easier to identify a bad tweet in Spanish than in English, since we

have a higher number of unique and decisive features common for

worst manual and automatic tweets: Number of URLs (F1); number

of words (F2); average number of characters per word (F3); number

of words in singular (F4); number of words in plural (F5); number
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of nouns (F6); number of common nouns (F7); number of proper

nouns (F8); number of main verbs (F10); number of verbs in present

tense (F12); number of verbs in third person (F21); number of adjec-

tives (F22); number of prepositions (F41); and F45 (number of noun

phrases). Except the latter, all these features are lexical ones.

Distinguishing between manual and automatic tweets, worst manual

tweets differs from the best ones in the number of URLs they contain

(F1); the number of verb phrases (F46); the number of prepositional

phrase (F47); the number of named entities (F48); the number of

polysemic words (F53); the number of polysemic words with more

than 3 senses (F54); the number of monosemyc words (F55); and the

number of words with semantic charge (F56). As it can be seen, most

of the differences are exhibited for syntactic and semantic features,

except the number of URLs.

Moreover, automatically generated best and worst tweets differs in

the number of prepositions (F41), and the number of numerals (F43).

After the analysis reported, as a general finding it seems that the

number of URLs (F1) characterise worst tweets in general, and man-

ual tweets in particular. It seems that when a tweet contains an

external link with very little additional information or without any,

it is negatively considered by users, since one cannot have an idea of

the content of such link until it is opened in the browser.

In order to check that our previous intuitions are correct, and whether

the proposed selected features are predominant in the best or worst

tweets, we analysed and compared the exact value obtained for the

most relevant features found in the different types of tweets. Table

10 shows the figures obtained.

Analysing the meaning behind the selected features, and taking into

account the previous general discussion, our starting point for analysing

this table is that, for English, the number of words (F2); the number
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Table 10: Average values obtained for relevant features in the different subsets of restrictive

tweets (B=best; W=worst; Auto=automatic).

Lang. Feature (desc) B-manual B-auto W-manual W-auto

F2(Words) 11.25 17.82 15.33 7.68

F4(Singular) 2.75 3.06 2.33 0.57

F6(Nouns) 3.75 4.31 3 0.9

F7(Common Nouns) 3.75 4.31 3 0.9

F10(MainVerbs) 0.875 1.73 1 0.78

EN F37(Conj) 0.75 2.29 0 0.8

F42(Punct) 1.375 1.88 4.33 1.46

F45(NP) 0.875 2.33 0.67 0.88

F47(PP) 0.875 1.94 0.33 0.6

F48(NER) 1.125 1.37 2.33 0.54

F49(NER-PER) 0.125 0.26 1.33 0.25

F1(URLs) 0 0 0.92 0

F2(Words) 11.17 13.84 1.85 7.87

F3(AvgCharInWords) 5 5.37 59.31 4.87

F4(Singular) 4.17 5.63 0.23 2.66

F5(Plural) 1.5 1.84 0 1.07

F6(Nouns) 3.17 3.47 0 2.35

F7(CommonNouns) 2 2.49 0 1.72

ES F8(ProperNouns) 1.17 0.98 0 0.63

F10(MainVerbs) 1.33 1.51 0.08 0.75

F12(VerbsPresent) 0.5 1.05 0 0.45

F21(Verbs3Per) 0.67 1.28 0 0.47

F22(Adj) 0.83 0.74 0 0.28

F33(InterPron) 0.17 0 0 0.01

F41(Prep) 1.83 2.19 0 0.9

F45(NP) 2.67 3.47 0 2.25
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of main verbs (F10); the number of conjunctions (F37); the number

of noun phrases; and the number of prepositional phrases (F47) may

represent in a unique way good tweets, whereas number of words in

singular (F4); number of nouns (F6); number of common nouns (F7);

number of punctuation marks (F42); number of named entities (F48);

and number of PERSON named entities (F49) are characteristic of

bad tweets. First of all, the length of a tweet appears to influence on

users, being longer tweets better than shorter ones. The number of

main verbs as well as the number of conjunctions is higher than 1,

so this means that a good tweet maybe covering more than one idea

or topic. Finally, regarding syntactic linguistic aspects, we found out

that the number of noun phrases and prepositional phrases is also

higher in good tweets than in bad ones, so this means that the more

information provided for the topic of the tweet, the better.

In the case of bad automatic tweets, the presence of key elements

in tweets, such as nouns (or common nouns), words in singular, and

named entities was insufficient, so this reflects the importance of

considering lexical and semantic elements when generating tweets

automatically. The number of named entities (F48) indicates that

it would be better to focus on a named entity (when possible) than

not consider them. Similar conclusions can be drawn for nouns. The

results indicate that if a tweet do not consider this type of words, it

has more chances not to be informative or interesting. An interesting

finding is related to the number of punctuation marks (F42), where

exceeding the number of punctuation marks in a tweet may have a

negative impact, as it occurs for the worst manual tweet group.

For Spanish, as we previously stated, we come up with a set of fea-

tures that were able to characterise bad tweets, regardless the way

they were generated (manual or automatic ones). These features

were: number of URLs (F1); number of words (F2); average number
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of characters per word (F3); number of words in singular (F4) or

in plural (F5); number of nouns (F6); number of common (F7) or

proper nouns (F8); number of main verbs (F10); number of verbs in

present tense (F12); number of verbs in third person (F21); number

of adjectives (F22); number of prepositions (F41); and number of

noun phrases (F45). Because it was clear in this language that bad

tweets could be easier to identify than for English, we analysed the

content of the individual tweets in this group, and we realised that for

Spanish, most of the worst tweets contained only a link pointing to

an external information source. This is why the number of external

links a tweet had (F1) was considered one of the features representing

bad tweets, and this also explains the high number of characters per

word on average for worst manual tweets that it is far too large with

respect to the values obtained for the remaining sets (value for F3:

59.31, because the whole URL was considered as a single word). Re-

garding the number of words, the results are in line with the English

ones, and again we obtain that too short tweets may lack of infor-

mativeness and interestingness. Concerning the types of linguistic

elements (nouns, verbs, etc.), it is important to observe that worst

tweets include them to a much lesser extent than best tweets. This

happens for instance, for nouns (and therefore noun phrases), main

verbs, adjectives or prepositions.

Turning to characterising best tweets in Spanish, we could only iden-

tify one feature distinguishing good manual tweets. This feature rep-

resents interrogative pronouns (F33), and it may indicate that the

use of this type of pronouns is useful when generating tweets from

news (who, what, where, etc.), as it happens for the manual tweets

analysed.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this article, an in-depth analysis concerning the users’ perception for

natural language generated tweets was carried out. These tweets where gen-

erated either manually or automatically, through state-of-the-art multilingual

summarisers capable of producing summaries as short as tweets.

Our analysis focused on two issues that have great importance in tweets

and should be taken into account in a joint manner (informativeness and in-

terestingness), since they may influence on the impact a tweet will have on

users. Moreover, our research was guided by two research questions: 1) do users

equally perceive the tweets that have been manually generated in comparison

to automatic generated ones?; and 2) what linguistic features should or should

not a good tweet have in order to be interesting, as well as informative for the

user?. For answering these questions, the proposed methodology was based on a

descriptive statistical analysis, on the one hand determining to what extent the

tweets in our dataset were informative and interesting, and on the other hand,

conducting an additional linguistic analysis in order to extract and identify the

features (lexical, syntactic and semantic) that will improve the automatic gen-

eration of tweets.

The results of this paper show that concerning the the answer to the first

research question, it is possible to generate good automatic natural language

tweets, that are informative as well as interesting, and could be an alternative

to manual generated tweets. Regarding to the second research question, it was

proved that it is possible to distinguish and characterise good and bad tweets

based on different linguistic features that are not present in other types of tweets.

As far as the linguistic analysis is concerned, the most relevant findings are that

for English, good tweets are characterised by the number of words, main verbs,

conjunctions, noun-phrases and prepositional phrases, whereas bad tweets can

be characterised by the number of words in singular, nouns and common nouns,

punctuation marks, named entities and person named entities. In contrast,

for Spanish, we found out more linguistic features for representing bad tweets,
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stressing the fact that when a tweet is generated only by a link, this is not a

good strategy to follow, and the low presence of nouns, noun phrases, main

verbs, adjectives or prepositions may have also a negative influence both in the

informativeness and interestingness of the tweet.

It is worth mentioning that although our experiments were conducted in

the context of Twitter, the results and findings obtained could be extrapolated

and applied to the task of generating short messages, headlines, key ideas, etc.,

taking into account relevance but also interestingness.

The overall long-term goal of our research work, given our experience and

background in text summarisation, is the automatic generation of quality and

efficient natural language tweets from newswire documents using linguistic infor-

mation at different levels. This task can help companies to automate marketing-

related issues. For instance, by developing approaches that support companies

when it comes to writing and distributing effective messages through Social Net-

works (e.g., informative as well as interesting tweets), or marketers that want

their audiences to engage with their brand messages.

From the findings obtained in this pilot evaluation, we would like to broad

the experiments using a higher number of tweets and users, employing better

data collection methods, such as the ones suggested for instance in [51], [52] or

[53]. Since manual evaluation is a very costly and time-consuming task, we plan

to precisely define an improved evaluation environment, and use crowdsourc-

ing strategies (e.g. Crowdflower14) specifying the appropriate requirements to

collect task-committed users, so that the experiments could be replicated in a

wider context, and other variables could be analysed. Using these type of plat-

forms, we will ensure that native users in the language of the tweet assess them

(e.g., English native users will evaluate English tweets). Moreover, we would

like to further investigate, develop and test an automatic model associated to

the set of most relevant features discovered, in order to be able to extract rele-

vant content and classify messages into good and bad, as well as the predictive

14www.crowdflower.com/
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power of each of the features. The inclusion of other type of linguistic features

(e.g. discursive or concerning the readability) would be also another issue to

investigate in the short term, since they could provide more deep knowledge

about interesting aspects of the tweet, such as its purpose, coherence, etc., or

how accessible and inclusive a tweet would be. Finally, the linguistic analysis for

each evaluated criteria (informativeness vs. interestingness) from an indepen-

dent manner would be useful for determining whether part of our findings are

confirmed or not, and for deciding which linguistic elements may be compatible

or contradictory between them.
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